Quiet the mind : an illustrated guide on how to
meditate
Johnstone, Matthew

158.12

Modern society has made sitting still a near impossible task with its constant mantra of being
connected. Our brains never get a break and the result can be increased stress, anxiety,
insomnia and, if left unchecked, even depression
1 volume (unpaged) : color illustrations ; 18 x 22 cm

Kiwiana : uniquely New Zealand
Barnett, Stephen

306.4

Kiwiana is an essential guide for both New Zealanders and overseas visitors, identifying and
celebrating some of the more colourful and durable aspects of this country’s popular culture.
Known as Kiwiana, these are characterful objects and customs that define the New Zealand
way of life. They have become distinctive to this country, frequently illustrating a response to
its climate, geography and location in the southwest corner of the Pacific. Some of these
examples of Kiwiana had their origins in the nineteenth century and others emerged more
recently, while most reflected the development of a local ingenuity, an uncanny ability to
“make do”;. With the growth of international travel and trade in the late twentieth century,

Longitude : the true story of a lone genius who solved
the greatest scientific problem of his time
Sobel, Dava

500

Anyone alive in the 18th century would have known that 'the longitude problem' was the
thorniest scientific dilemma of the day - and had been for centuries. Lacking the ability to
measure their longitude, sailors throughout the great ages of exploration had been literally lost
at sea as soon as they lost sight of land. Thousands of lives, and the increasing fortunes of
nations, hung on a resolution. The quest for a solution had occupied scientists and their
patrons for the better part of two centuries when, in 1714, Parliament upped the ante by
offering a king's ransom (GBP20,000) to anyone whose method or device proved successful.

The Otago Southern Alps : from the Hollyford to Lake
Ohau
796.5
This comprehensive tramping and transalpine route guide covers the Otago Southern Alps
(Routeburn, Earnslaw and Aspiring), South Westland (the Hollyford north to the Karangarua),
Haast Pass and the Ohau/Hawea valleys. Moir's offers a source of inspiration for trips
throughout the region, with detailed route notes to assist trampers, hunters, and
mountaineers. Although all the popular routes are described, Moir's greatest strength remains
it's thorough coverage of the less-visited backcountry in the region. This is a tramping guide to
the valleys and passes; climbing in the Aspiring area is covered in The Mount Aspiring Region

New Zealand whitewater 5 : 180 great kayaking runs
Charles, Graham

797.1

New Zealand is a whitewater paradise. Known the world over for its great variety of
challenging adventure runs in pristine wilderness, it offers fantastic scope for beginners and
experts alike. In this fully revised and expanded fifth edition of New Zealand Whitewater,
Graham Charles presents information on over 180 great kayaking runs, from easy float trips to
full-on hairball unscoutable gorge waterfall runs. Information is provided for each run about
what to expect on the river, including grades, flow information, gradients, times, access details
and shuttle distances - without taking away that most important element: adventure! The river
descriptions are spiced with dry humour, cautionary tips and tales, anecdotes and kayaking

If you survive
Wilson, George

92 WIL

" If you survive your first day, I'll promote you." So promised George Wilson's World War II
commanding officer in the hedgerows of Normandy -- and it was to be a promise dramatically
fulfilled. From July, 1944, to the closing days of the war, from the first penetration of the
Siegfried Line to the Nazis' last desperate charge in the Battle of the Bulge, Wilson fought in
the thickest of the action, helping take the small towns of northern France and Belgium
building by building. Of all the men and officers who started out in Company F of the 4th
Infantry Division with him, Wilson was the only one who finished. In the end, he felt not like a
conqueror or a victor, but an exhausted survivor, left with nothing but his life -- and his

Beautiful Mess
Christian, Claire

CHR

Since Ava lost Kelly, things haven't been going so well. Even before she gets thrown out of
school for shouting at the principal, there's the simmering rage and all the weird destructive
choices. The only thing going right for Ava is her job at Magic Kebab.Which is where she meets
Gideon. Skinny, shy, anxious Gideon. A mad poet and collector of vinyl records with an
aversion to social media. He lives in his head. She lives in her grief. The only people who can
help them move on with their lives are each other.
The 2016 winner of the Text Prize for Children's and YA Writing brings us a raw, funny and

Christy Miller collection
Gunn, Robin Jones

GUN

True Friends: It all starts the summer Christy vacations on a California beach and meets two
friends who change her life forever. But after moving across the country with her family,
Christy must begin her sophomore year of high school uncertain where she'll fit in. A redheaded new best friend, a try at cheerleading, a job at a pet store, and expectations for the
prom fill Christy's high school years with a string of laughter-and-tears moments. Fireball Katie
keeps everyone guessing what she'll do next, and surfer Todd keeps showing up while popular
Rick has determined to get her full attention As these memorable years unfold, Christy and her
God-loving friends find out what it means to be a peculiar treasure.

Sleeps standing Moetu
Ihimaera, Witi

IHI

During three days in 1864, 300 Maori men, women and children fought an imperial army and
captured the imagination of the world. The battle marked the end of the Land Wars in the
Waikato and resulted in vast tracts of land being confiscated for European settlement. Instead
of following the usual standpoint of the victors, this book takes a Maori perspective.
It is centred around Witi Ihimaera's moving novella, Sleeps Standing, which views the battle
through the eyes of a 14-year-old boy named Moetu. Alongside the novella are non-fiction
narratives from Maori eyewitnesses, together with waiata, images and a Maori translation by

Me on the floor, bleeding
Jagerfeld, Jenny

JAG

High school outsider Maja would never hurt herself on purpose as her dad, teachers, and
classmates seem to believe. Can't a person saw off the tip of her thumb without everyone
starting to worry? That is, everyone except Maja's mum, who disturbingly seems to have
disappeared from the face of Earth. Crashing a neighbour's party, Maja meets twenty-year-old
Justin Case, a super-verbal car mechanic with pink pants, who makes her forget everything
about absent mothers and sawn-off thumbs, at least temporarily. But then Maja hacks into her
father's email account and reads an email that hurts more than all the electric saws in the
world.

DogZombies rule (for now)
Pichon, Liz

PIC

Here's my EXCELLENT PLAN to make DogZombies the BEST band in the WHOLE WIDE WORLD!
How hard can it be? (Very) Right now I'm going to:1. Write more songs. (Not about teachers)
2. Make a SPECTACULAR music video. (Easy) 3. Get some sleep. (Tricky when you're being
kept awake by LOUD NOISES) 4. Annoy Delia. (Nothing to do with DOGZOMBIES but always
FUN.)
Pichon, Liz. Tom Gates ; bk. 11 220 pages : illustrations ; 19 cm. Includes instructions for
making a paper monster and hints on 9 times tables.

Bloodhound
Pierce, Tamora

PIE

Beka Cooper is finally a Dog in the Provost's Guard. The Dogs discover that gamblers are
bringing counterfeit money into the city from Port Caynn. So Beka delves deep into the
gambling world, and learns from Achoo how to sniff out the criminals.
Tortall books. Pierce, Tamora. Beka Cooper ; bk. 2
551 pages : map ; 22 cm. 730 Lexile.

Mastiff
Pierce, Tamora

PIE

Beka, having just lost her fiance in a slaver's raid, is able to distract herself by going with her
team on an important hunt at the queen's request, unaware that the throne of Tortall depends
on their success.
Pierce, Tamora. Beka Cooper ; bk. 3. Pierce, Tamora. Tortall books
593 pages ; 22 cm.

The Hate U Give
Thomas, Angie

THO

Sixteen-year-old Starr lives in two worlds: the poor neighbourhood where she was born and
raised and the her posh high school in the suburbs. The uneasy balance between them is
shattered when Starr is the only witness to the fatal shooting of her unarmed best friend,
Khalil, by a police officer. Now what Starr says could destroy her community. It could also get
her killed.
A powerful and brave YA novel about what prejudice looks like in the 21st century

The Book Thief Audiobook
Zusak, Markus

ZUS /AV

It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and
will become busier still. Liesel Meminger and her younger brother are being taken by their
mother to live with a foster family outside Munich. Liesel's father was taken away on the breath
of a single, unfamiliar word - Kommunist - and Liesel sees the fear of a similar fate in her
mother's eyes. On the journey, death visits the young boy, and notices Liesel. It will be the
first of many near encounters. By her brother's graveside, Liesel's life is changed when she
picks up a single object, partially hidden in the snow. It is The Gravedigger's Handbook, left
there by accident, and it is her first act of book thievery. So begins a love affair with books and

